DESIGN

POOL HOUSES WITH PERSONALITY

The pool house for a spec house slated for East Hampton
designed by Debra Geller and Jorge Rios Draftsman

NEW DESIGNS PROVIDE FOR A VACATION ESCAPE IN YOUR BACKYARD
BY HEATHER SENISON

P

ool houses are having their day in the

area with an entertainment system covered by a

sun. Formerly shed-like structures that

canopy of trellises and sliding steel doors that open

sat quietly in Hamptons backyards, used

the entire feature wall to a terrace at the pool’s

mostly to store floats and cleaning equipment,

edge. “We tend to locate televisions and sensitive

are morphing into the focal point of summer

electronics inside as that offers year-round

entertainment.

protection from the elements when necessary,

Bridgehampton-based

designer

Roxane

Mosleh, for example, was recently hired with

however the social spaces are truly designed to
keep the doors open all summer,” Caruso said.

architect Christopher Caruso to mastermind a

Designer Debra Geller, meanwhile, is pouring

pool house for a Southampton residence. Their

stored-up ideas into a pool house for a spec

collaboration resulted in a stonework and stucco

home Phil Kouffman Builders has slated for East

structure with a bar and grill that stands like a

Hampton. “My concept of pool houses now is

monolith at the edge of a relaxing lagoon. And

like an escape, a mini spa in your backyard,” she

while this example is a French farmhouse-style

said. The design features a bar with a grill and sink

similar to the home it’s designed for, “they don’t

facing the pool.

always match the main house,” giving others even
more of their own character, Mosleh says.

“I tried to make it more social, so you’re
engaging when you’re with your friends,” Geller

There are restrictions placed on pool

explained. Behind the building is an entrance to

houses that prevent them from having residential

a massage room and a spa, and steps lead down

amenities like an indoor kitchen, air conditioning

from it to a sunken fire pit area. The whole space

and more than 800 square feet of interior space,

is surrounded by a Zen garden with a waterfall and

but these just give designers limits to push,

lush plantings.

Caruso said. Among his favorite pool houses was

Once the home is sold, Geller hopes its owners

a modern garden folly in Sagaponack designed by

will allow her finishing touch: a roof deck on top of

his former firm Barnes Coy Architects, recalled

the pool house to watch the stars from on summer

Caruso, who is now based in Palm Beach but still

nights. “It’s like an escape, a sanctuary,” she said

has clients in the Hamptons.

of the design. “It’s like a little mini vacation from

Another, in East Hampton, featured a seating

90

A pool house in Southampton North
listed with Douglas Elliman

your house.”
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The pool house at 110 Hillside Drive East in Sag Harbor,
listed with Douglas Elliman

